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Abstract 
In the South Island of New Zealand, east Otago is a region of low seismicity with many 

potentially active faults, and profound data gaps. I use geomorphic observations, and 

Optically Stimulated Luminescence (OSL) dating methods applied to Quaternary sediments, 

to constrain the geometry and quantify the slip rates of the Hyde and Taieri Ridge Faults. The 

two faults are significant in east Otago, and are responsible for the uplift of the Rock and 

Pillar Range and Taieri Ridge respectively. Across Otago, the linearity of the range fronts, 

~15km spacing of the ranges, their asymmetric cross-sectional profile, and a ~15km crustal 

depth suggest the faults dip ~45˚NW, and are located at, or near the base of the southeast 

range fronts.  

An earlier than expected mid-Miocene age for the initiation of substantial uplift of both 

ranges is postulated based on sedimentary grounds. This leads to long-term slip rates of 

0.02mm/yr for Taieri Ridge, and 0.11mm/yr. for the Rock and Pillar Range, derived from the 

offset of the ~planar Cretaceous-Tertiary Waipounamu Erosion Surface perpendicular to the 

north-east-trending ranges, and assuming the faults dip at ~45˚.  

A late-Quaternary slip-rate was not established for the Taieri Ridge Fault, but evidence 

suggesting Holocene activity at the North of the range is presented. A late Quaternary slip-

rate of ~0.11mm/yr is postulated for the Hyde Fault, based on offsets of late Quaternary 

surfaces. This consistent with the long-term slip rate of 0.11mm/yr required to produce the 

present-day topography, if significant uplift was initiated in the mid-Miocene (~50Ma). 
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Introduction 
 

This study describes the tectonic geomorphology of the Rock and Pillar Range and Taieri 

Ridge, two sub-parallel uplifted ranges within east Otago, South Island, New Zealand. These 

are significant structures within the low strain Otago Range and Basin Province (Fig. 1.3). 

The aim of the study is to understand the geometry and activity of the Hyde and Taieri Ridge 

faults, which are responsible for the uplift of the two ranges.  

East Otago is an area of low seismicity, but with many potentially active faults and virtually 

no prior work undertaken, especially on Taieri Ridge. A further aim of the study is, therefore, 

to reduce some conspicuous data gaps. 

The study comprises reconnaissance observations of the overall range geomorphology, 

focussing on deformation of the Waipounamu Erosion Surface (here on in WES, La Masurier 

and Landis, 1996), deformation of terrace and fan surfaces across active fault scarps, and 

observations of drainage systems relevant to understanding the active tectonics.   

More detailed studies have been conducted at specific sites along the two faults where 

Optically Stimulated Luminescence dating methods (here on in OSL) are applied to range 

front sediments to establish the age of the surfaces, and to quantify late Quaternary fault slip 

rates by measuring surface offsets.  

For this thesis, I use data gathered between 2002 and 2004 for EQC Report 01/445, ‘Strain 

Accumulation and Episodicity of Fault Movements in Otago’, Norris & Nicolls 2004, 

subsequently augmented by minor fieldwork. Personal circumstances prevented bringing the 

project to fruition at an earlier time, so this thesis should be seen primarily as a record of that 

earlier work.  
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Regional Tectonic Setting 
 

Central Otago, New Zealand, is an area of active continental shortening ~60+km southeast of 

the Alpine Fault, which is the locus of the obliquely convergent Australian/Pacific plate 

boundary. The interplate slip vector averaged over the last 3 million years in central South 

Island, according to the Nuvel 1A plate model (DeMets et al., 1994), is 37±2mm/yr on an 

azimuth of 071±2˚. The Alpine Fault, strikes on an average bearing of 55˚ along the western 

side of the South Island (e.g. Norris et al.,1990, Fig. 1.1).  

Fig. 1.1 Tectonic Setting 

of South Island, New 

Zealand  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

North of Hokitika, the Alpine Fault branches into the ~NE-striking Marlborough Fault 

System, which links up with the west-dipping Tonga-Kermadec-Hikurangi subduction zone 

along the east coast of the North Island. To the south, the fault runs offshore at Milford 

Sound linking into the east-dipping Puysegur subduction zone. Between ~Hokitika and 

~Jackson Bay, the Alpine Fault is an active continent/continent zone of oblique collision, 

with the Challenger Plateau to the west, and the Chatham Rise to the east (Leitner et al., 

2001, Fig.1.1). The plate boundary within the South Island forms part of a transform fault 

zone linking two opposite-dipping subduction zones (e.g. Walcott, 1978; Berryman et al., 

1992). 
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Alpine Fault Kinematics 
 

The angle between the interplate slip vector and the Alpine Fault varies with distance from 

the pole of rotation, currently at 60.1˚S, 178.3˚E (DeMets et al., 1994). The obliquity of the 

angle (see Fig. 1.2) decreases from 19˚ near Hokitika, through 16˚ at Gaunt Creek, to 12˚ at 

Milford Sound, resulting in a southward-decreasing component of fault-normal motion, from 

~13mm/yr near Hokitika to ~7.5mm/yr at Milford Sound (Norris & Cooper, 2001, Fig. 1.2).  

Late Cenozoic strike slip rates are remarkably uniform in time and space along the Alpine 

Fault, south of the Marlborough Fault System. Geologically determined strike-slip rates over 

the last ~50,000 years of 27±5 mm/yr (Norris & Cooper, 2001) and 27±4mm/yr (Sutherland, 

1995), are compatible with geodetically determined current strain accumulation of 

29.7±1.4mm/yr (Beavan et al., 1999, 2010). This accounts for ~75% of the 35.5mm/yr fault-

parallel component of convergence required by the Nuvel 1A plate model (DeMets et al., 

1994; Beavan et al., 2010). Thus, ~25% of fault-parallel motion is partitioned elsewhere. 

In contrast, the dip-slip rate shows 

considerable variation along strike of 

the Alpine Fault, accompanied by a 

change in fault dip. The dip-slip rate is 

highest in the central region at 8-

10mm/yr, near Mt Cook, where the 

fault dips 30-40˚ southeast (Davey et 

al., 1998; Sutherland et al., 2000; 

Beavan et al., 2010). This is where the 

Southern Alps reach their maximum 

elevation. Southwards, between ~Mt 

Cook and ~Haast, dip-slip reduces to 

zero, and the fault dip increases 

progressively to sub-vertical (Hull & 

Berryman 1996; Sutherland & Norris, 1995; Sutherland et al., 2000; Norris & Cooper, 2001). 

This requires partitioning of the adjacent fault-normal component of plate motion elsewhere.  

This is partially accommodated by a ~300km zone of active deformation southeast of the 

Alpine Fault, which comprises the Otago Range and Basin Province, and includes the study 

area (Fig. 1.2).    

Fig.1.2 Alpine Fault slip vector obliquity, and 

dip- slip rates (from Norris & Cooper, 2000) 

Fig.2 blah 
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Deformation within Otago 

 
Sub-parallel northeast-striking ranges extending across Otago from Lake Wanaka to the east 

coast are bounded by reverse faults (e.g. Forsyth, 2001, Craw et. al., 2013, Taylor-Silva et 

al., 2019, Fig.  1.3). The area is therefore known as the Otago Range and Basin Province. 

The ranges become progressively lower and less incised toward the east, where larger areas 

of the WES are at least partially preserved (e.g. Youngson & Craw, 1995). Basement 

schistosity roughly mimics topography (e.g. Stirling 1990; Salton, 1993; Jackson et al., 1996; 

Markley & Norris; 1999; Markley & Tikoff, 2003), and the schist textural and metamorphic 

grades between range summits and range fronts, or between ranges, show no significant 

difference (Bishop, 1972, 1974, 1979; Mortimer, 1993). However, the height difference 

between valleys and summits indicates substantial fault throw. The existence of faulting is 

indicated by the linearity and abruptness of the range fronts, and the presence of composite 

fault scarps in range front sediments (e.g. Beanland et al., 1986; Salton, 1993; Markley & 

Norris, 1999, Forsyth, 2001, Taylor-Silva et al., 2019). 

Fig. 1.3 Location of 

NE-striking ranges, 

faults, and transect 

lines (see text). 

1  Cardrona 

2  Pisa 

3  Dunstan 

4  Blackstone Hill 

5  Rough Ridge group 

6  Hyde 

7  Taieri Ridge 

8  Maungatua 

9  Titri  

10 Akatore 

       Transect line 

       Fault (approx.) 

 

The faults are known, or assumed, to dip northwest and have reverse displacement, based on 

the steepest side of the schist ranges being the eastern side.  The eastern-most two faults, the 

1 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 10 
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Titri and Akatore faults, dip to the southeast and have uplift ranges on their eastern sides 

(Jackson et.al., 1996, Litchfield, 2000, Taylor-Silva, 2019). The Rough Ridge Group (Fig. 

1.3) is a composite of several structures (Cotton, 1919, Jackson et. al., 1996).  

The ranges are all ~40 - ~70km in length, are spaced ~ 15km-20 apart, and are within the 

highest metamorphic and textural zones of the northwest-trending Otago Schist belt (Figs. 

1.6, 1.9). The semi-regular spacing of the ranges may be related to the depth of the 

seismogenic zone and suggests a thickness of ~15km (Jackson et al., 1996, Mortimer, 2003, 

Fig. 1.4). This is compatible with the earthquake depth distribution within Otago, southeast 

of the Alpine Fault (e.g. Anderson & Webb, 1994; Figs. 1.1, 1.10). The linearity of the 

northeast-trending range fronts suggests the range front faults are steeply-dipping, and the 

~15km range spacing and ~15km seismogenic zone together suggest the fault dip averages 

~45˚ (Jackson et al., 1996, Mortimer, 2003; Fig 1.4). 

Fig. 1.4 Cartoon depicting spatial relationship of faults, depth of seismogenic zone, and  

                 approximated fault dip (not to scale) 

Long-term deformation rate across Otago 

If the faults dip at ~45˚, then the amount of uplift accommodated by the major faults should 

roughly equal the amount of shortening across the region, since the inception of faulting. 

The timing of initial northeast-trending range uplift within Otago is uncertain, however, late 

Miocene-Pliocene uplift of the Kakanui, Hawkdun, and St. Bathans Ranges, to the north, 

produced 50+km southward-thinning wedges of greywacke gravels which largely buried the 

schist, and remnants of pre-existing sediments (Douglas, 1986; Youngson et al., 1998; Craw 

et. al., 2013, 2016; Figs. 1.8, 1.16, 1.17). Post-depositional deformation of these Pliocene 

greywacke-rich gravels (Maniototo Conglomerate, Youngson et. al., 1998), along the 

northeast-trending range margins, indicates that substantial uplift and stripping of the 

overlying sediments did not occur until after the Pliocene. There are no high-grade schist 

clasts in the Maniototo Conglomerate. The only possible source for high-grade schist clasts is 

the northeast-trending ranges, therefore the northeast-trending ranges are post-Pliocene 

features (Youngson et al., 1998; Craw et. al., 2013, 2016). Pleistocene sediments contain 

abundant high-grade schist clasts. Norris & Nicolls, 2004, estimated the post-Pliocene 

vertical fault offsets of the WES, and summed the displacements along three transects to 

 NW  ~15km       ~15km   ~15km                      SE 

 

     

                    ~15km 
    Seismogenic Zone 
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provide estimates of total displacement (Fig. 1.3). In spite of the significant assumptions, 

their data suggested an overall average rate of shortening across Otago of 2-3mm/yr since the 

late Pliocene.  

At a rate of 2mm/yr, it would take 1000 yr to accumulate 2 m of shortening. Therefore, if all 

ten of the major faults considered here were slipping at equal, constant rates, then each would 

have a recurrence interval of around 10 ka. Paleoseismic data to date indicate this is not the 

case and strongly indicates the irregular build-up and release of strain on individual faults, as 

originally suggested by Beanland and Berryman (1989). Their suggested explanation of this 

behaviour is that faults are part of a linked system, in that that faults sole out onto a basement 

detachment.  

Current Strain Rate 

The velocity field across the South Island, established utilising satellite-based geodetic data, 

is defined by the LINZ PositionNZ continuous GPS (cGPS) network, and in Otago, 

augmented by the Central Otago Deformation network (COD) (Denys et.al., 2014, 2016, Fig. 

1.5). A line between cGPS sites in Alexandra (LEXA) and Otago University (OUSD) is 

~orthogonal to the faults in east 

Otago, and has over 10 years of 

data from which to determine local 

velocity fields.  

 

Fig. 1.5 COD network  

(diagram from Denys et.al.,2014) 

Black arrows are strain rate tensors 

cGPS sites are shown in capitals 

 

The principal axis of contraction 

between LEXA and OUSD is 

oriented at 100±4˚ with velocity 

components of +1.6±0.35 mm/yr 

(east), and +0.7 ±0.35 mm/yr (north), (Denys et.al., 2016, Fig. 1.5). This indicates uniaxial 

contraction of 10 ppb/year (1.75mm/yr) oriented at 100±4˚ across the east Otago faults 

between Alexandra and Dunedin.  If correct, this must at least partially represent the 

accumulation of elastic strain across the faults.  
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Regional Basement History 
 

The basement of the study area is the Haast Schist, within the eastern province of the South 

Island, New Zealand. The eastern province consists of Carboniferous-Cretaceous terranes, 

interpreted as having been accreted onto the Gondwanaland margin from the Triassic through 

the Cretaceous (e.g. MacKinnon, 1983; Korsch & Wellman, 1988; Bishop et al., 1985). The 

Haast Schist is the metamorphosed equivalent of the 

Caples-Torlesse terranes, divided geographically into the 

Marlborough, Alpine, and Otago Schists.  

The Torlesse terrane comprises quartzo-feldspathic 

continental-derived, mainly sandstone and mudstone or 

argillite, and metamorphosed equivalents. This is the 

product of Late Carboniferous to Triassic large-volume, 

mostly submarine sedimentation on an actively 

westward-subducting paleo-Pacific seafloor. 

The Caples Terrane has a volcaniclastic provenance 

interpreted as trench slope sediment, deposited remotely 

from the Torlesse. Early-Middle Jurassic tectonic terrane amalgamation and regional 

metamorphism of Torlesse and Caples sediments produced the pelitic and psammitic Otago 

Schist (e.g. Wood, 1963, 1978; Bradshaw et al., 1981; Yardley, 1982; Norris & Craw 1987; 

Roser & Cooper, 1990; Mortimer, 1993, 2000, 2003; Forsyth, 2001; Deckert et al., 2002).  

Post-metamorphic 

exhumation, accompanied 

by fluvial erosion, preceded 

normal faulting associated 

with mid-Cretaceous 

Gondwanaland break-up. 

Deposition of breccia 

within rift-related graben of 

at least 1 km depth suggests 

considerable syn-rift 

topography (Mutch & 

Wilson, 1952; Balance, 1993; Le Masurier & Landis, 1996; Deckert et al., 2002, Fig 1.7).  

For the New Zealand region, Gondwanaland break-up (~85Ma), was followed by thermal 

subsidence, tectonic stability, and time-transgressive marine planation. This produced an 

Albite +  

pumpellyite 

Albite + chlorite 

 + epidote 

Index mineral  
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Kyeburn  

Formation 

Mid Cretaceous 

breccia Horse Range  
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± garnet 
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Dunedin 
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 Fig. 1.7 Mid-Cretaceous basement (from Mortimer, 2003) 

Fig. 1.6 Terrane map from 

Bishop et al. 1985 
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extensive low-relief erosion surface. The erosion surface, "Cretaceous peneplain" (Benson, 

1935), "Otago peneplain" (Cotton, 1949; Bishop, 1994), is now recognized as the 

"Waipounamu erosion surface" (Le Masurier & Landis, 1996; hereon in referred to as WES). 

Within Otago, the WES truncates mid-Cretaceous and older rocks, and also provides a useful 

reference surface for evaluating Cenozoic deformation, as the vast majority of Otago has 

escaped major glacial and fluvial erosion (e.g. Bishop, 1972, 1974, 1994; Yeats, 1986, 1987; 

Stirling, 1990, 1991, Jackson et. al., 1996, 2002; Forsyth, 2001).   

Maximum marine transgression in the mid Oligocene coincided with the progressive 

development of a new plate boundary within New Zealand, the Alpine Fault (Fig. 1.2). Late 

Eocene to early Oligocene inception of the plate boundary preceded establishment of a 

through-going transform at ~25Ma (Molnar et al., 1975; Carter & Norris, 1976; Kamp, 1986; 

Cooper et al., 1987; Norris et al., 1990). Within Otago, Miocene plate boundary-related uplift 

was accompanied by volcanism between the present-day coast and eastern Maniototo 

(Mutch, 1963; Reay et al., 1991, Fig. 1.8). Volcanism is predominantly basaltic, with 

subordinate trachyte and phonolite (Coombs et al., 1986).  

  

Fig. 1.8 SPOT image of central and east Otago showing the approximate location of major  

             faults, ranges, Cenozoic volcanism, sedimentary basins, and field areas.   

 Dunedin volcanic complex  Late Cretaceous – Cenozoic sediment 

Approximate fault 

    locations 
Cenozoic Cretaceous Field area 
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A change in the position of the Australia-Pacific instantaneous pole from ~12Ma to ~5Ma 

resulted in a progressive increase in the orthogonal component of plate convergence 

(Sutherland, 1995). Consequentially, within Otago, mid-Miocene re-activation of suitably 

orientated Cretaceous normal faults in a reverse sense produced uplift along the northwest 

trending Tuapeka Fault Zone to the southwest, and the Waihemo Fault Zone to the north 

(Youngson et al., 2006; Craw et al., 2016; Fig. 1.8). This resulted in major sedimentary 

influx and regional drainage re-orientation (e.g. Youngson et al.,1998; Craw et al., 2012).  

Ongoing crustal shortening within the Otago Schist, especially in the Quaternary, has 

produced the northeast-trending central Otago range and basin topography, and northwest-

trending faulted ridges within the adjacent greywacke. Fault activity on both orientations is 

inferred to be contemporaneous (Jackson et al., 1996, 2002; Youngson et al., 1998, 2006; 

Bennet et al., 2006, Denys et.al. 2014, 2016). 

The Otago Schist basement has been geologically mapped based on terranes (e.g. Wood, 

1978; Bishop et al., 1985; Fig. 1.6), lithologic associations (e.g. Norris & Craw, 1987; Roser 

& Cooper, 1990), metamorphic facies (e.g. Bishop 1972, 1974; Wood, 1978) and textural 

zoning (Bishop, 1974; Turnbull, 1988; Mortimer,1993, Fig. 1.9). The schist forms a ~150km 

wide arch with both metamorphic grade and degree of deformation increasing towards the 

centre   (Jackson et al., 1996; Le Masurier & Landis, 1996; Forsyth, 2001; Fig. 1.9). 

All of these mapping criteria can be used as indicators of post metamorphic faulting (e.g. 

Craw, 1998; Cox et al., 2012), and are useful for assessing the provenance of sediments.  

 

  

 

 

 I    - Rocks retain sedimentary appearance, no foliation, and       

         bedding ~preserved, metamorphic minerals ˂75µm 

 IIA – metamorphic minerals ˂75µm, detrital grains flattened, weak    

          Cleavage, semischist 

 IIB – rocks well foliated, bedding transposed or flattened,  

         Clastic grains flattened, mica size = ˂75µm, semischist 

 

  Textural Zones 

  Textural zones  

III  - metamorphic segregation laminae, metamorphic mica  

        ~75-125 µm, planar schistosity, schist  

      - quartz veins 
 IV - porphyroblast growth, metamorphic mica 125-500 µm, 

     - schistosity ubiquitous, quartz veins abundant, schist 

Fig. 1.9 Otago Schist basement textural zones. Boundaries indicative only. 

 Diagram adapted from Mortimer,1993. 

 Study 

   area 
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Regional Seismicity 
 

East of the Alpine Fault, the zone of active deformation is widest within Otago. This is 

apparent from the position of shallow earthquake epicentres and the Cenozoic development 

of range and basin topography extending ~300km southeast of the fault, at least out to the 

Otago coast (e.g. Jackson et al., 1996; Figs. 1.8, 1.10).  

 

Fig. 1.10 Representative earthquake epicentres shallower than 15km (recorded by 

NZNSN between Jan 1 1990 and Feb 28 1993). Selected earthquake focal plane 

mechanisms show progressive transition from reverse oblique to pure strike slip 

southwards on (or near) the Alpine Fault (diagram adapted from Berryman et al., 

1992; Anderson & Webb, 1994). 

    Magnitude (ML) 
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Pre-Quaternary Stratigraphy 

Introduction 

A stratigraphy for the area has been progressively developed by many workers (e.g. Hector, 

1862; Hutton, 1875; McKay, 1884, 1894, 1897; Park, 1906; Morgan, 1920; Ferrar, 1927; 

Macpherson, 1933; Bishop, 1974, 1979; Bishop & Laird, 1976; Douglas et al., 1977; 

Youngson et al., 1998). The diachronous Waipounamu Erosion Surface is partially overlain 

by quartz pebble conglomerates which range in age from the Late Cretaceous Taratu 

Formation near the east coast, through the Eocene Hogburn Formation further inland, to the 

Miocene Dunstan Formation in Central Otago (Mutch, 1963; Bishop, 1994; Le Masurier & 

Landis, 1996; Youngson et al., 1995; Forsyth, 2001; Craw et al., 2012). Marine transgression 

beginning in the east accompanied the initial stages of Gondwana breakup, at ~85Ma (Carter, 

1988; Le Masurier & Landis, 1996). Marine strata overlying the quartz pebble 

conglomerates, or directly on the schist, are found 

inland to ~60km from the present-day coast. No 

evidence of marine strata has been found further 

inland than this (Youngson et al., 1998).  

Eocene -  Hogburn Formation 

At Taieri Ridge (Horse and Moonlight Flats), the 

Strath Taieri Basin, and the eastern edge of the 

Maniototo basin, (Fig. 1.8), the oldest 

sedimentary unit lying unconformably on the 

schist is the Eocene Hogburn Formation 

(Williamson, 1939; Harrington, 1955; Bishop, 

1974). This consists of quartzose sandstone, 

carbonaceous mudstone, and lignite (Fig. 1.11).  

Remnants occur underlying Miocene volcanics, 

on footwall blocks adjacent to faults, and in sedimentary basins (Forsyth, 2001; Norris & 

Nicolls, 2004; Youngson et al., 2006). Stratigraphically higher marine formations 

(Onekakara Group) lie unconformably on Hogburn Formation in the northeast of the 

Maniototo basin near the Waihemo Fault Zone (Forsyth, 2001). However, no marine strata 

were observed within the field areas of this study (Fig. 1.8). The survival of isolated pockets 

of Eocene Hogburn Formation through Cretaceous-early Miocene marine 

transgression/regression suggests at least some inherited relief within the schist basement.  

 

Quartz gravel 

Quartz gravel Carbonaceous sand/ mud 

Massive sand/ mud 

Massive    sand/ mud 

     Coal 

Quartz sand 

     Coal 

Fine sand/ mud 

    laminae 

Fig.1.11 Eocene Hogburn Formation 

        Taieri Ridge (GR 4799/5268) 

            (tape length 1350mm) 
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Miocene - Dunstan Formation 

The basal sediments sporadically preserved in the Manuherikia Basin, the Ida Valley, the 

Maniototo Basin, and beneath Miocene volcanics on 

Taieri Ridge, are early Miocene quartz sandstones and 

conglomerates of the Dunstan Formation (Douglas, 1986; 

Youngson et al., 1998; Fig. 1.12). Historic gold diggings 

throughout central Otago often expose sections through 

Dunstan Formation due to sluicing for placer deposits 

(Youngson & Craw, 1995; Markley & Norris, 1999). 

Tilted bedding clearly indicates post-depositional 

tectonism (e.g. Fig.1.12). 

Fig.1.12 Dunstan Formation, Manuherikia Basin (GR 5508/7435→N) 

 

Proximity to areas of marginally 

degraded WES is commonly indicated 

by the presence of scattered ‘sarsen 

stones’ (Jackson et al., 1996; Markley 

& Norris, 1999; Jackson et al., 2002; 

Fig. 1.13). These are silica-cemented 

slabs and boulders of almost pure 

quartz, originally formed by diagenesis 

of the Dunstan Formation within 1-3m of the WES. They occur in clusters as a lag, after the 

rest of the Tertiary sediments have been eroded (Youngson et al., 1998; Jackson et al., 2002; 

Youngson 2005, Bennet et. al., 2006, Fig. 1.13). Hence, in situ sarsen stones signal proximity 

to the WES. By relating 10Be concentrations of in-situ sarsen stones to their surface-exposure 

time, Jackson et al., 2002, produced episodic range uplift and propagation rates of 0.10-

0.15mm/yr and 1.0-2.0mm/yr respectively over the last 450,000 years for South Rough 

Ridge. Relict bedding, dipping ~40˚E within sarsen stones in Fig. 1.13, indicates post-

depositional tilting associated with the uplift of the underlying Rough Ridge.   

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.13   Sarsen stones SE Rough Ridge  

       (GR 6725/5959→S) 

Bedding dip               

15˚E 

E→ ←W 

W→ ←E 
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Early - late Miocene - Bannockburn Formation 

Uplift related to plate boundary development in the early Miocene initiated both marine 

regression and disruption of early Miocene drainage systems. Relative subsidence, led to the 

formation of the extensive Lake Manuherikia in Central Otago (e.g. Youngson et al.,1998; 

Forsyth, 2001; Craw et al., 2012). Sporadically overlying the Dunstan Formation is the 

Bannockburn Formation. This 

consists of interbedded claystone 

and siltstone interpreted as being 

deposited in an extensive Miocene 

lacustrine environment, Lake 

Manuherikia (Pole, 1993; Pole & 

Douglas, 1998; Forsyth, 2001). 

Bannockburn Formation remnants 

occur in the Manuherikia, Ida, and 

Maniototo basins (Youngson et al., 1998; Craw et al., 2012; Figs 1.8, 1.14). The post-

depositional bedding dip in the Bannockburn Formation in Fig. 1.14 reflects the basement 

geometry of the eastern limb of the synformal Manuherikia Basin. Together, the Dunstan and 

Bannockburn Formations make up the Miocene Manuherikia Group (Youngson et al., 1998).  

Early - late Miocene Wedderburn Formation 

The Wedderburn Formation gradationally overlies the Bannockburn Formation, or 

unconformably overlies either the Dunstan Formation (Fig. 1.15, below), or the schist. 

Fig. 1.15 A - gradational Wedderburn-Bannockburn contact (GR6082/5820) 

     B – disconformable Wedderburn-Dunstan contact (GR6686/5903) 

Wedderburn Formation 

Bannockburn Formation 

Wedderburn Formation 

Dunstan Formation 

 A  B 

Fig. 1.14 Bannockburn Formation, Manuherikia River 

 (GR6189/5823→S) Beds dipping ~15˚ SW 

W→ ←E 
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The base of the Wedderburn Formation is defined by the first appearance, within a sandstone 

or conglomerate bed, of lithic greywacke ± semischist ± rare schist. Clast imbrication and 

lithology indicate a northeast source for the Wedderburn Formation, deposited in a ~10km 

zone southeast of the fledgling scarps of the northwest-trending Kakanui, Hawkdun, and St 

Bathans Ranges (Youngson & Craw, 1995; Youngson et al., 1998; Figs, 1,8, 1.15). Erosion, 

hastened by uplift, meant extensive stripping and south-eastward fluvial transport of pre-

existing sediment and degraded basement into the Wedderburn Formation. The gradational 

contact of basal Wedderburn Formation with the underlying lacustrine Bannockburn 

Formation suggests progradation of Wedderburn sediment into paleo Lake Manuherikia, 

marking the start of increasing local tectonism, and initiating the demise of the lake.  

Late Miocene – Pliocene - Maniototo Conglomerate 

The transition from quartz-rich Wedderburn Formation into the lithic Maniototo 

Conglomerate signals a progressive decrease of recycled material to an increase in freshly 

eroded greywacke basement. Extensive Pliocene greywacke fluvial conglomerates, signal the 

rise of the Kakanui, Hawkdun, and St. Bathans Ranges to the northeast. Together, the 

Wedderburn Formation and the Maniototo Conglomerate form the late Miocene to 

Pleistocene Hawkdun Group. The Wedderburn Formation is included in this group, as its 

existence is attributed to the initial stages of uplift (Youngson et al., 1998; Craw et al., 2013).  

The Maniototo Conglomerate is 

defined as southward-thinning wedges 

of late Miocene to Pleistocene fluvial 

greywacke and semischist ±rare schist 

conglomerates extending tens of 

kilometres southwest of the Kakanui, 

Hawkdun, and St. Bathans Ranges 

(Youngson et al., 1998). A northern 

derivation for the Maniototo 

Conglomerate is intimated by 

paleocurrent indicators, and by a 

lithology dominated by greywacke and weakly cleaved sub-greenschist facies schist.  

Progradation of Maniototo Conglomerate over the Wedderburn and Bannockburn Formations 

and into Lake Manuherikia undoubtedly hastened the demise of the lake (Schmitt, 1984; 

Youngson et al., 1998; Fig.1.17).  

Fig.1.16 Maniototo Conglomerate unconformably  

  overlying Dunstan Formation. Outcrop to right 

  rear forms part of the type section for the   

  Maniototo Conglomerate (GR6073/8385 →220˚) 

NW→ ←SE 
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The lack of greenschist facies schist clasts within the Maniototo Conglomerate suggests 

minimal uplift of the northeast trending schist ranges during conglomerate deposition, as 

these ranges are the only conceivable source of greenschist facies clasts. This interpretation is 

supported by post-depositional Maniototo Conglomerate deformation along the NE-trending 

range margins (Jackson et al., 1996; Bennet et al., 2006; Craw et al., 2012, 2013). 

Furthermore, within the Maniototo Basin, the south-flowing drainage regime responsible for 

Pliocene Maniototo Conglomerate deposition is opposite to the present-day northeast-flowing 

drainage.  

Pleistocene uplift of the northeast-trending antiformal ranges led to drainage re-organisation 

within the schist, sediment stripping and recycling, and a greenschist facies schist component 

to the range front sediments. 

  

 

Fig. 1.17 Maniototo Conglomerate unconformably  

overlying tilted lacustrine Bannockburn Formation 

(GR 6072/8196 →140˚) 
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Quaternary Sediments 

Introduction 

Within the study area, Quaternary sediments consist of landslide deposits, fluvial terrace and 

floodplain deposits, lacustrine and aeolian deposits, and alluvial fans, (e.g.; Turnbull, 2000; 

Forsyth, 2001; Youngson et al., 2006). There is no evidence for Late Quaternary ice sheets or 

glaciation on the relatively low-elevation ridges anywhere within Central Otago.  

Landslide deposits 

Landslides are widespread throughout Otago, on a wide range of scales, and many are 

associated with the uplift of the northeast-trending ranges (Fig. 1.18). 

Fig. 1.18 Landslide at Six Mile Creek, Rock and Pillar Range (GR8524/2383→320˚)  

 

The inset in Fig. 1.18 is an orthomap fragment of the range front area shown in the photo. 

The location and azimuth of the camera for the photo are represented by the white arrow in 

the inset orthomap. The orange arrows join corresponding points. The green dashed lines 

approximately encompass a large landslide. Large-scale collapse is a prominent feature at 

many localities on the larger range fronts within Otago. Cenozoic folding, above blind 

reverse faults, has warped the originally sub-horizontal WES (e.g. Stirling, 1990; Mortimer, 

1993; Jackson et al., 1996, Markley & Norris, 1999, Landis et al., 2008). The schist foliation 

therefore dips sub-parallel to the range front slope, which promotes range front landsliding 

and provides a localised sediment source (e.g. Fig. 1.19).  

←SW NE→ 

Summit Rock 1450m 
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An example of foliation-parallel landsliding is shown for Taieri Ridge (Fig. 1.19). Slip planes 

coincide with the schist foliation, especially within deeply weathered clay-rich schist 

(Stirling, 1991; Forsyth, 2001; Fig. 1.19). 

 

 

 

 

Slumps also occur within the sedimentary apron, that lies 

stratigraphically above the schist. The instability is typically 

caused by stream incision (Figs., 1.20, 1.21). 

 

 

As the range front drainage adjusts in response to changes of surface slope, the incision 

pattern relates to the direction of range propagation (e.g. Jackson et al., 1996). Slope failure 

also occurs when moisture infiltrates tilted sediments, causing clay-rich horizons to become 

plastic and unstable (e.g. Fig, 1.21). 

 

 

  

 Fig. 1.19 Taieri Ridge (GR1058/2179 →N)  

 

       Landslide headscarp within schist,  

southeast Taieri Ridge range front   

E→ ←W 

Fig.1.20 Gimmerburn Gorge (GR 352/5794→20˚) 

Failure plane is within fluvial sediments which have 

become unstable due to stream undercutting. 

ESE→ ←WNW 

Fig. 1.21 Slumping within Tertiary sediments enclosed by the yellow dashed line,  

                Gimmerburn, South Rough Ridge (GR 6685/5889→N) 

E→ ←W 
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Fluvial Terraces 

Uplift of the schist ranges, along with consequent incision and deposition, has produced 

numerous fluvial terraces (e.g. Fig. 1.22). Some terraces have been deformed as a result of 

being close to the uplifting range fronts (e.g. Jackson et al., 1996). The crucial factor in the 

formation of fluvial terraces is that the abandoned surface must have previously been at a 

similar level to the river that formed it. Fluvial terraces represent abandoned floodplains (e.g. 

Ritter et.al., 1995). The size and carrying capacity of the river that formed the terrace is 

constrained by the clast size within its fluvial sediments. Terraces consist of a ~horizontal 

surface (tread), separated from lower horizons by a steep slope (scarp). 

Terraces are categorised as erosional or depositional (e.g. Fig. 1.22). In erosional terraces, the 

tread forms primarily by lateral erosion. If the lateral erosion truncates unconsolidated debris, 

the term fill-cut or fillstrath may be used, if it truncates bedrock, the term strath terrace is 

commonly used (Ritter et. al. 1996). Strath terraces have two distinctive properties; 

 1) they are capped by a uniformly thin layer of alluvium, the thickness of which is controlled 

by the scouring depth of the river involved;  

2) the surface cut into the bedrock is a mirror image of the surface of the capping alluvium. 

In depositional terraces, the tread represents the highest level of the valley floor attained 

during aggradation. Valleys incised into older range front erosional terraces often contain 

flights of depositional terraces (e.g. Fig. 1.22). The formation of depositional terraces 

requires a period of valley filling (aggradation), and subsequent entrenchment into the fill. 

Aggradation or entrenchment can be triggered by tectonic events (e.g. uplifted source 

regions, changes in stream base level), or climate change, resulting in significant changes to 

sediment supply (e.g. Bull, 1991; Ritter et. al., 1995). 

 

 

 Fig. 1.22   Terraces at Gimmerburn, South Rough Ridge 

 (GR 67198/5924→220˚)  erosional strath terraces 

      depositional infill terraces 

NW→ ←SE 
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Lacustrine deposits 

Quaternary lacustrine deposits occur within the anticlinal Moonlight and Horse Flats south-

east of Taieri Ridge (Figs. 1.8, 1.23) and upstream of the Kyeburn and Taieri river 

confluence (Forsyth, 2001). These comprise 

laterally extensive silt and mud with mm- and cm-

scale laminae, formed possibly in response to 

seasonal freeze-thaw cycles. The potential value of 

studying lacustrine sediments is that laminae are 

almost always near horizontal, except where river 

deltas or alluvial fans are aggrading into the lake 

(Picard & High, 1969). The dip of the lacustrine 

sediment in Fig.1.23 may indicate post-depositional 

tilting.   

 

Fig.1.23 Laminated lacustrine sediment,  

Horse Flat, Taieri Ridge (GR5831/6789→60˚) 

 

Aeolian Deposits 

Before vegetation establishes itself on the outwash and moraine of receding glaciers, the 

wind lifts out the fine rock flour and spreads it as a blanket of loess over wide areas. The 

resulting bodies of loess are laterally extensive, homogenous, fine-grained, and well sorted.  

Fig. 1.24 Loess (between GPS and fluvial gravels) Taieri Ridge (GR5483/6747→190˚) 

Loess may have laterally irregular internal discontinuities (non-deposition/erosion and/or 

plant growth), and abundant root casts and bioturbation traces. The massive sandy silt often 

possesses a blocky texture with vertical joint sets (e.g. Fig. 1.24).  

  

SSE→ ←NNW 

Loess 

GPS 

Fluvial gravels 
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Alluvial Fans 

Alluvial fans are common along the range fronts across Otago, especially along the higher 

ranges. They are the consequence of the transfer of sediment-charged flows from an upland 

basin through a feeder channel to a range front fan apex (Drew, 1873). Flow expansion, upon 

reaching unconfinement, results in deposition on the fan, and often, the coalescing of fans 

from neighbouring catchments. (e.g. Fig. 1.25).  

 

The distinguishing geomorphic features of alluvial fans are their semi-conical shape, limited 

radial extent (generally ˃10km), and high (2-25˚) values of radial slope (Blair & McPherson, 

1994). The slope and location of surface irregularities in fan surfaces can be used to constrain 

the location of active range-front faults, or broader folding (e.g. Beanland et al., 1986; 

Berryman & Beanland, 1991; Formento-Trigilio et al.,2002; Litchfield et al., 2003).   

Fig. 1.25 Rock and Pillar southeast range front showing coalescing alluvial fans 

            (GR 9886/3549→310˚) 

←SW NE→ 

Alluvial Fans 
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Methods Used 

OSL Dating 

Basic principles of the technique 

Optically stimulated luminescence dating (OSL) is a technique used to measure the time 

elapsed since the last exposure of mineral grains, especially quartz and feldspars, to sunlight.  

The principle relies on these minerals having structural defects in their crystal lattice, which 

can act as local regions of positive charge, forming traps for free electrons. While these 

minerals are buried, ionising radiation originating from the decay of 235U, 238U, 232Th, and 

40K, within the minerals and their surroundings, and from cosmic rays, liberates electrons 

from these minerals which permeate the crystal lattice and fill the traps over time.  

 

When these minerals are exhumed and they are exposed to sufficient sunlight, all light 

sensitive traps are emptied. Thus, upon burial, the ‘clock’ is effectually reset and electrons 

are freed and captured in the traps at a rate at which the is proportional to the amount of U, 

Th, and 40K in the minerals and their surroundings, and the cosmic ray intensity. This is the 

total ambient dose rate (DT), measured in grays (Gy) per thousand years. By determining the 

radiation dose absorbed by the minerals since burial (in Gy), at the ambient dose rate, the 

luminescence age may be calculated: 

Age(ka) = Absorbed radiation dose (Gy) / ambient dose rate (Gy)      

In practice, the equivalent dose (Deq), which is determined in the laboratory, replaces the 

absorbed radiation dose in the above equation, which then becomes: 

   Age(ka) = Deq / DT 

The amount of radiation absorbed by the buried mineral is proportional to the number of 

trapped electrons present in the sample. In the laboratory, exposure of the minerals to light of 

controlled energy levels empties the traps. As the freed electrons recombine with regions of 

positive charge, the excess energy is partly released as luminescence, which is measured. As 

the intensity of the luminescence is governed by the amount of stored radiation energy in the 

sample, it can be used to measure the absorbed radiation dose. The total ambient dose rate, 

(DT), of a sample in its burial position is determined by summing the contributions of α, β, 

and γ radiation from the sample and its surroundings, and cosmic rays. 
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             DT = Dα + Dβ + Dγ + Dc           

Dα, Dβ, and Dγ depend mainly on the concentrations of 238U, 232Th, 40K, and their daughter 

products, determined from the bulk sample, but also the amount of water and organic matter 

in the sediment matrix. Water and organic material in the sediment matrix absorbs some of 

the radiation, preventing it reaching mineral grains within the sample. The water and 

saturation content of the samples was determined using additional ‘fresh’ material from 

within the remaining sample. For the method and formulae used to calculate the first three 

parts of DT, the reader is referred to Berger, 1988. The cosmic ray contribution is a function 

of the depth of burial, and the altitude and latitude of the sample site, and the reader is 

referred to Prestcott and Hutton, 1994 for the calculation procedure. For a thorough review of 

the OSL process, the reader is referred to Aitken, 1985, 1998, Berger, 1988, and Wang, 2001. 

Sample Collection 

Samples were collected in 60 x 100mm stainless steel tubes from ~vertical outcrops of 

homogenous fine-grained (≤ sand grainsize) material, mainly from within stream incisions. 

The outcrop was ‘shaved’ several centimetres with a spade prior to sample collection, to 

avoid collecting material exposed to sunlight.  A spring-loaded internal plunger held the 

sample intact while the sample-tube holder was hammered into the sedimentary unit. This 

prevented mixing within the tube of sediment from the surface, which may have been 

exposed to sunlight (Fig. 1.26).  The tube full of sample was then extracted and wrapped in 

two layers of aluminium foil and enclosed in opaque plastic, for transport to the laboratory. 

Two sample tubes and a bagged hand sample were taken at each site.  

Fig. 1.26 Cartoon of OSL sample collecting device 

Subsequent to collection, all wrapped samples were kept secure and transported to the 

Wellington Victoria Luminescence Laboratory by the authors private car.  

Sample preparation 

All samples were processed under laboratory monochromatic ‘safelight’ conditions. The 

laboratory lighting is equipped with Lee 158 “deep orange” optical filters which stops high 

 

 

 

Plunger 

Sample tube 

Sample tube holder 

Sample 

Sedimentary 

unit 
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energy photons from encountering the samples while providing sufficient visibility for the 

processing work. Sufficient material was collected, and remains archived in the laboratory to 

enable re-processing of any of the samples should this be deemed necessary. Sample 

preparation was carried out by the author under the supervision of laboratory staff, 

Ningsheng Wang and Dr Uwe Rieser.  

Outer surfaces of the samples from the ends of the tube, which may have been exposed to 

sunlight, were removed and discarded. ‘Fresh’ material from inside each cylinder (~200g) 

was extracted and divided into portions to be used for analyses. About 50g of each sample 

was dried, milled to a fine powder, and subsequently used to determine the total ambient dose 

rate (DT). The analytical work was carried out by Ningsheng Wang in the laboratory, and is 

described in the luminescence dating technical report in the appendix.  

The remainder of each sample was prepared and used to determine the equivalent dose rate 

(Deq). The samples were rinsed in 10%HCL to remove carbonates, until the reaction stopped, 

then rinsed with distilled water. Subsequently, samples were treated with 10%H2O2 to destroy 

all organic matter, again until the reaction stopped, and again rinsed in distilled water. Iron 

oxide coatings were removed by treatment with a solution of sodium nitrate, sodium 

bicarbonate, and sodium dithionate, then rinsed again in distilled water.  

The 4 - 11μm grainsize fraction of the chemically treated samples was extracted in a 1000ml 

water-filled measuring cylinder (with a dispersing agent to deflocculate clay), following 

Stokes Law. Samples were transferred to 20cm of distilled water for 30 minutes to allow the 

grains ˃11μm to settle out, and then the overlying suspension pipetted off. The residue was 

then discarded. The pipetted suspension was then settled in distilled water for four hours. 

This meant the ˂4μm fraction remained suspended in the water, which was pipetted off. This 

process was repeated several times, until the water was clear, which meant only the 4 - 11μm 

grainsize fraction remained. Following this process, the samples were dewatered by multiple 

rinsing in methanol and acetone. The samples were then immersed in pure acetone to form a 

suspension, which was pipetted off and then deposited on 1cm aluminium disks in an even 

thin layer to form ~70 aliquots (theoretically identical) of ~1mg for each sample. The 

prepared aliquots are now ready for determination of Deq, using the multiple aliquot additive-

dose method. This processing was carried out by Ningsheng Wang in the laboratory. For a 

description of the procedure, the reader is referred to Wang, 2001, and the luminescence 

dating technical report in the appendix.  
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Results 

The parameters used to calculate Deq and DT and thus the OSL age of the samples are 

tabulated in the luminescence dating technical report in the appendix. The age determinations 

and site details for samples in this study are tabulated below (RP = Rock and Pillar Range; 

TR = Taieri Ridge). It should be noted that only six of the twelve samples analysed at the 

time were taken from the area of this thesis. 

 

Table 1 OSL age determinations 

Sample #  Location/ grid ref. Material/ burial depth OSL age Thesis ref. 

WLL323 

 

RP Six Mile Creek 

28466/52476 

Massive sand in lowest 

infill terrace 

800mm 

7.47 ± 0.87ka p.59 

WLL 324 RP Last Creek 

28937/53078 

Fine quartz/mica-rich 

sand 

600mm 

4.26 ± 0.7ka p.55 

WLL325 RP House Creek 

29063/53144 

Loess layer in fluvial 

gravels 

400mm 

8.42 ± 0.83ka p.54 

WLL 326 TR Horse Flat 

30583/53691 

Mud lens within alluvial 

fan gravels 

850mm 

9.93 ± 1.9ka p.42 

WLL 327 TR Horse Flat 

30583/53679 

Loess above fluvial 

gravels 

600mm 

7.14 ± 0.76ka p.41 

WLL328 TR Sheehy Road 

30080/53194 

Lacustrine mud on 

terrace remnant 

800mm 

12.9 ± 1.1ka p.34 
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GPS Surface Profiling 

High precision differential GPS surface profiling was employed to topographic features on 

range fronts surfaces to detect features produced by active tectonics. Three-dimensional (x, y, 

z) data were gathered using the Trimble Pathfinder Pro-XRS system which comprises a hand-

held receiver, and back-pack battery and 1.8m antenna. Positions were recorded at five 

second epochs during treks of between 2 and 4 hours duration. Treks were generally 

orthogonal or parallel to the range fronts. For the purpose of establishing data continuity, a 

‘tie-line’ was also recorded which crossed points on each trek. This was to negate the effects 

of geometric variations in the satellite constellation between the times of individual treks. 

The elevations are measured are in metres above the ellipsoid, plus the 1.8m antenna height. 

For the purposes of this study it is the relative, rather than the absolute elevation 

measurements which are important. At the completion of each trek, data were down-loaded 

into a laptop computer running Trimble Pathfinder Office version 2.7 software. These ‘rover 

files’ on their own have stated 68% precisions of approximately 30m horizontal, and 50m 

vertical. Differential correction processing using Trimble Pathfinder Office version 2.7 

software was applied using relevant base files downloaded from the Dunedin continuous  

base station. This uses phase differences between rover and base files of the 1.57GHz GPS 

carrier signal to remove errors and give (theoretically) sub-centimetre positional accuracy. 

A ±500mm absolute, and sub-centimetre relative accuracy is probably more realistic, and 

more than adequate for the purposes of this study. 
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Previous work 

Detailed paleo-seismological work in the upper Clutha area was undertaken by the N. Z. 

Geological Survey during the early 1980s as part of the engineering investigations for the 

Clyde dam project (e.g. Beanland et al., 1986; Beanland and Barrow-HurIbert, 1988; 

Beanland and Forsyth, 1988; Beanland and Berryman, 1989). Based on these investigations, 

Beanland and Berryman, 1989, were the first to suggest that activity on these faults may be 

episodic, with periods of heightened activity being followed by long periods of quiescence 

(Beanland et al., 1986; Beanland and Berryman, 1989; Berryman and Beanland, 1991). 

Berryman and Beanland (1991), referred to this behaviour as “intermittently characteristic”, 

as distinct from the characteristic model of earthquakes commonly used in hazard assessment 

(Schwarz & Coppersmith, 1984). They reported evidence derived from deformed alluvial 

fans along the Pisa-Grandview fault zone of an active period around 250,000 ago followed by 

a long period of quiescence which gave way to further activity from about 70 to 30 ka. This 

fault zone bounds the Pisa Range and Lindis Peak mountains and the Cromwell-Tarras basin, 

to the west of this study area (Fig.  1.3). Dating and magnitude of deformation was estimated 

primarily by fault offsets in alluvial fans correlated to glacial end-moraines using a late 

Quaternary glacial chronology (e.g. Beanland & Barrow-Hurlbert, 1988), which was 

formulated by Officers of the Geological Survey in 1984. In the Manuherikia basin, dating of 

Quaternary pediment surfaces was based largely on relative elevations and degree of 

weathering of schist clasts (e.g. Madin, 1988).  

These methods of providing age constraints on surfaces necessarily involves large 

uncertainties. These are primarily due to;  

1. the difficulty of correlating the elevations and identity of lithologically very similar 

stratigraphic horizons over a large region of known differential uplift;  

2. the difficulty in distinguishing fault slip and separation, and thus true fault-related offset; 

3. the lack of fault-movement direction indicators, e.g. slickensides, within outwash gravels;  

4. until recent decades, a dearth of quantitative age dating techniques for sediments lacking 

dateable carbon.  

More recent work on the Akatore Fault along the east coast using OSL and carbon dating 

techniques has constrained the timing of faulting events and shown evidence for at least three 

ruptures in the last ~15ka, which followed a minimum 110ka period of quiescence (Taylor-

Silva et.al., 2019, Fig. 1.3). Jackson et.al. 2002, used 10Be concentrations in basal quartz 

boulders to date the timing of surface uplift and erosion of the Tertiary sedimentary cover on  
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South Rough Ridge (Figs. 1.3, 1.13). Their data suggested more rapid periods of activity 

centred on 500ka and 150ka separated by 2-400ka of quiescence (Jackson et al., 2002).   

There are some data on the size of single-event displacements on active faults in Otago. 

Beanland et al., 1986, produced data suggesting a typical displacement in a single event on 

the Dunstan Fault of about 2 m. The most recent displacements on the Akatore Fault are 

constrained to 1.6 - 2.5m per event (Litchfield & Norris, 2000, Litchfield & Lian, 2004, 

Taylor-Silva et.al., 2019). Two metres of fault offset is compatible with the typical 20-70km 

length of fault segments in Central Otago (e.g. Cowie & Scholz, 1992, Stirling et al., 1998). 

Work is currently under way on the paleoseismicity of the Hyde Fault, with preliminary data 

suggesting late Pleistocene fault activity (J. Griffin, M. Stirling, pers. comm.). 

 

 

Conventions used in this thesis 

The following conventions apply; 

• In all maps, north is to the top of the page unless otherwise indicated. 

• The grid used is the New Zealand map grid, with co-ordinates in metres in terms of 

the Geodetic Datum 1949. 

• All photos are by the author, unless otherwise referenced, and include the grid 

reference of the camera location, and camera azimuth indicated by (grid ref. → xyz˚). 

• All schist strike and dip measurements were taken by the author.   
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Field Analyses and data 
 

Introduction 

The location of the two Otago southeast range front field areas, which are the main foci of 

this study, is shown below in Fig. 2.1. Sites of interest were identified initially by aerial 

photograph examination of areas designated Mid to Late Quaternary on the Q-map series 

QM18 (Turnbull, 2000, and QM19 (Forsyth, 2001), and by subsequent field examination.  

Fig.  2.1 Location of the field areas for this thesis. 

Field area 

 

The following sections document geomorphic observations of the two range fronts, with 

more detailed studies at specific sites. 

Dunedin 
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Taieri Ridge 

Introduction 

Taieri Ridge is a ~30km long northeast-trending asymmetric topographic schist antiform, 

flanked by the synclinal Strath Taieri basin to the northwest, and Moonlight and Horse Flats 

to the southeast (Figs. 2.2, 2.3). As with all the Central Otago ranges, the smooth top of the 

range is attributed to preservation of degraded WES (e.g. Youngson & Craw, 1995). Miocene 

volcanics (e.g. Coombs et al., 1986) perturb the sub-horizontal range crest and environs 

(Figs. 2.2, 2.4). The volcanics overlie and preserve remnants of either Hogburn or Dunstan 

Formations which are deposited directly on the schist. Hogburn Formation remnants (Fig. 

1.11) also occur on the schist along the central Taieri Ridge range front, and at the northern 

end of the Strath Taieri Basin.The relative elevation of the Hogburn Formation remnants, and 

thus the WES, may partially be the result of crustal up-warping associated with the Miocene 

volcamism (e.g. Hoernle et.al., 2006, Fig. 2.3).  

Fig. 2.3 Taieri Ridge profile  

   (GR 8284/0650→35˚) 

Cartoon depicts the relative 

elevation of Hogburn remnants 

between Strath Taieri and 

Moonlight Flat.  
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Fig. 2.2 Taieri Ridge and Moonlight Flat (Photo→ ~N;  CN39443-25: D. L. Homer) 
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Stag Hill, a volcanic intrusion located immediately southeast of central Taieri Ridge, forms a 

topographic high and establishes a drainage divide which separates Moonlight and Horse 

Flats. Sheepwash Creek flows southwest, and Deep Dell Creek flows northeast of Stag Hill 

(Fig. 2.4). 
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Fig. 2.4 Structure contour map of exhumed WES, simplified geology (Geology from Mutch, 

1963; Forsyth, 2001), and field area locations. 

Observations from the two highlighted field areas are presented in the following sections.   
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Moonlight Flat Field area 

Taieri Ridge emerges abruptly along the northwest side of Moonlight Flat (Figs. 2.2, 2.3, 2.5, 

2.6). There is a considerable along-strike variation in both the slope of the range front, and 

the range front schist foliation. 

 Fig. 2.5 Taieri Ridge rangefront, Sheehy Road (from GR2400/3170→220˚)  

At the northeast end of Moonlight Flat, the dominant schist foliation of Taieri Ridge is 

oriented ~060/50˚SE, and the surface dips ~26˚ towards the flat (Fig. 2.5).   

Fig. 2.6 Southwestern Moonlight Flat range front (GR 99463/30627→ 270˚) 

 

In contrast, at the southwest end of Moonlight Flat, the range front schist foliation dips ~20-

30˚NW into the range front, and the basinward range front slope is ~44˚, i.e. considerably 

steeper than to the northeast (Fig. 2.6). At this location, at ~500m SE of the range front, the 

schist foliation schist dips at ~40˚SE, thus, tens of metres of the intervening axial portion of 

the Taieri Ridge anticline are missing (Fig. 2.6) The location of the ‘missing anticline hinge’ 

is highlighted in Fig. 2.7.  

No obvious fault scarp-like features were observed on the adjacent range front surfaces, 

which appear to show relatively stable equilibrium slopes (Fig.  2.8). Furthermore, no abrupt 

changes of schist foliation were observed within the range-front stream incisions which 

would constrain the location of a basement fault (Fig. 2.7). 

 Cartoon of schistosity  
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Broadly, apart from the ‘missing anticline hinge’, the schist foliation mimics the topography. 

 

Fig. 2.7 Schist foliation, Moonlight Flat range front, and location of OSL sample site for  

               WLL 328 (see following text) 
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In order to ascertain whether any subtle fault scarp features might be present, range-

orthogonal GPS surface profiles were obtained from the Moonlight Flat area. The 

approximate location of profiles C, D, & E is highlighted below, in Fig.2.8.  

 Fig. 2.8 Moonlight Flat range front profile (GR 99432/30691→40˚)  

          Fig. 2.9 Moonlight Flat GPS profiles 

 

The inferred location of the Taieri Ridge fault is at the base of the range front (Forsyth, 2001; 

Fig. 2.4). In the above profiles, the upper slope break common to all profiles (represented by 

the dashed lines in Fig. 2.9), occurs just above the schist/sediment interface. Here, landslide 

features are a consequence of slope-parallel orientation of the schist foliation (see Fig. 1.19). 

Below this slope break there is no indication of a fault trace evident on these range front 

profiles (Figs. 2.8, 2.9). The inflection in the lower reach of profile A, and to a lesser extent 

in profile B, is probably related to a small volcanic intrusion immediately to the northeast 

(Figs. 2.4, 2.9). 
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In the northwest of Moonlight Flat, a ~2m sedimentary section is exposed by the incision of a 

terrace remnant at the base of the range front (Fig. 2.10). At the top of the outcrop, a 

~300mm thick horizon of silt and mud laminae, interpreted as lacustrine, overlies schistose 

fluvial gravel. The ~horizontal surface of this remnant is elevated ~6 - 8m above the adjacent 

Moonlight Flat. An OSL date (WLL328; 12.9±1.1ka) was obtained from fine sand/ mud 

laminae whose location is marked, “֍” in Figs. 2.7 and 2.10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.10 Moonlight Flat OSL sample site WLL328 12.9±1.1ka (GR 00805/31935). 

The scoured unconformity between fluvial and lacustrine sediment is approximated by the 

white dashed line in Fig. 2.10.  
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Moonlight Flat – Interpretation and discussion 

The offset of the WES between Moonlight Flat and the Taieri Ridge range crest is ~230m 

(Figs. 2.3, 2.4, 2.7). Assuming a dip of ~45˚, and movement initiating between one and ten 

million years ago, the required long-term slip rate of the Taieri Ridge Fault, adjacent to 

Moonlight Flat, is between 0.35 and 0.035mm/yr. Thus, if Taieri Ridge is a Pleistocene 

feature (˂~1Ma), the slip rate on the Taieri Ridge Fault would have to be ~0.35mm/yr to 

produce the present-day topography. If this rate was ~constant, this would require ~4.9m of 

fault slip (2 – 3 events), or (assuming a 45˚ fault) ~2.5m of uplift, for the Holocene. This is 

not supported by field evidence, as no scarps were recorded on range front surfaces adjacent 

to Moonlight Flat. Therefore, either the estimated long-term ~0.35mm/yr slip rate is too high, 

implying the uplift of Taieri Ridge was initiated pre-Pleistocene, or it hasn’t been constant, 

implying episodicity of fault movement.  

The lack of evidence for active tectonics on range front surfaces adjacent to Moonlight Flat 

implies that either the fault responsible for uplift of the range hasn’t reached the surface, or 

tectonism is so old that the fault scarps are no longer preserved in the landscape.  

If the lacustrine sediment that was dated at 12.9±1.1ka correlates with lacustrine units on the 

adjacent valley floor, then the 6 – 8m vertical offset, within the same Holocene sedimentary 

unit, is problematic. If the offset is due to movement on an intervening fault, and assuming 

the fault dips at ~45˚, then it’s Holocene slip rate would have to be between 0.7 and 

1.1mm/yr. This slip rate is extraordinarily high, given the requirements of the long-term and 

current strain-rate budgets modelled for Otago. Thus, such a high Holocene slip rate deduced 

from the offset of what is ostensibly the same surface is more than probably erroneous. Two 

possible explanations for this are; 

1. The OSL age derived from the sample was erroneously young, possibly due to 

bleaching. There is also the possibility of younger sediments infiltrating the sample 

due to bioturbation, or sediment filtering down from above, both resulting in a 

younger age determination (e.g. Litchfield, 2000).  

2. The age is correct, but the assumption that the sediment dated was actually part of the 

same unit deposited on the adjacent valley floor, is incorrect. 

If the OSL-derived age of 12.9±1.1ka was erroneously young, the age of the sediment would 

be late Pleistocene (or older). In turn, if the sediment was indeed lacustrine, this would 

require the existence of a Pleistocene lake, for which there is no evidence of. 
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The preferred explanation is that the dated sediment was misdiagnosed as lacustrine, and is 

not from the same unit as the valley floor.  The age of the sediment yields little information 

on the range uplift rate. The ~13ka age of the unit may be correct, but there was no evidence 

of a fault scarp found, between the range front sample site and the valley floor, on the GPS 

profiles, or by visual inspection. An at least partially degraded scarp would be expected if 

there was 6-8m of vertical offset at the base of the range front, at this location, during the 

Holocene, especially given the low local erosion rate. If anything, the evidence suggests there 

has been no discernible movement on the Taieri Ridge Fault, at Moonlight Flat, for at least 

the last ~13ka. 

In the southwest of the field area there is a lack of detritus on Moonlight Flat from the erosion 

of the “missing anticline hinge” (Figs. 2.6, 2.7). The locally ephemeral drainage lacks the 

competence to have removed it, which suggests it was removed prior to the formation of the 

adjacent Holocene Moonlight Flat surface, and under a different fluvial régime.  

 

In summary, there has been a major change of fluvial régime prior to the deposition of 

Holocene lacustrine sediments on Moonlight Flat, implying tectonism, but there was no solid 

evidence found for Holocene tectonic activity along the Taieri Ridge range front, adjacent to 

Moonlight Flat.  
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Horse Flat Field area  

Horse Flat is a sediment veneered topographic syncline situated between the northern end of 

the Taieri and Billy Ridge schist anticlines. This anticline-syncline relationship is similar to 

that of Moonlight Flat (Fig. 2.3), with reverse faulting inferred on the steeper southeast side 

of the ranges (e.g. Craw & Chappell, 1999; Forsyth, 2001, Fig.2.4). 

 Fig. 2.11 Horse Flat range front GR0623/3660→45˚)  

Fig. 2.12 Horse Flat area and simplified geology. (Geology from Forsyth, 2001)  

The Mesozoic ~NW-striking Hyde-Macraes shear zone (HMSZ) is located in the north of the 

field area. The HMSZ hosts world-class orogenic deposits, and the Macraes gold mine (e.g.  

Mitchell et. al., 2006, Fig. 2.12).  
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At Taieri Ridge, basement shear zones are exposed in stream sections, within the Horse Flat 

range front (Figs. 2.13, 2.14, 2.15).  

In Fig. 2.13, the indurated gravels overlying a shear zone (greenish colour) within a strath 

terrace, cut into vertically orientated schist, are un-faulted, and the scoured schist surface 

shows no significant offset. The location of Fig. 2.13 is just within the Camp Creek gorge, 

and shown in Fig. 2.15. Camp Creek is an informal name that alludes to the temporary 

accommodation provided historically to predominantly Chinese gold miners (pers. comm., 

Craig Howard, landowner, 2019). 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.14 Basement shear zone (GR6728/9811→N) 

About 500m to the northwest, a basement shear zone (greenish colour) is also ~parallel to 

foliation and hasn’t disturbed the overlying colluvium (Fig. 2.14). The location of this site is 

also shown in Fig. 2.15. The age of the overlying units was undetermined in this study, but a 

minimum mid-late Pleistocene age is estimated for basal sediments at both sites based on the 

degree of induration and weathering. The range front sediment in this area is designated Q4a 

(~70ka) on Q-map 19 (Forsyth, 2001). There was no evidence of local Holocene fault activity 

at either of these sites.   

However, scarp-like features observed in range front sediments at the base of the range at 

Camp Creek may be the surface expression of more recent faulting (Figs 2.18, 2.19,).  
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GPS-derived topographic surface profiles were run on the sedimentary apron ~orthogonal 

and ~parallel to the range crest at Camp Creek. Their locations are shown below in Fig. 2.15. 

Fig. 2.15 Horse Flat GPS topographic surface profile locations. 

WLL326 and WLL327 are the locations of OSL sample sites discussed in subsequent text. 

 

 Fig. 2.16 Range- parallel GPS-derived surface profiles (3x vertical exaggeration) 

There is an overall southwest tilt to the surfaces northeast of Camp Creek, and asymmetric 

south-westward directed stream incision (Figs. 2.16 & 2.18). 
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The range-orthogonal profiles at Camp Creek (Profiles A, B, & C in Figs. 2.15 &  Fig. 2.17) 

show a scarp-like feature in common, near the range front, which is also evident in Fig. 2.18.  

Fig. 2.17 Range-orthogonal surface profiles, Camp Creek area. 

Fig. 2.18 Low sun angle image of the Camp Creek range front (GR 06210/36630 → 270˚) 

WLL326 and WLL327 are the locations of OSL sample sites discussed in subsequent text. 

Scarp-like features increase in size away from the Camp Creek area, where older surfaces are 

present, and are traceable along the range front for at least a kilometre (Fig. 2.19). The 

youngest (lowest) surface is offset by ~1.5m, whereas older (higher) surfaces are offset 

~3+m. 

 Fig. 2.19 Horse Flat range front (GR 0623/3660 →245˚) 

The scarp-like features occur just basinward (~20-30m) of a zone of steeply-dipping schist 

within the range front (see also Fig. 2.12). The location of the steeply-dipping schist is 

indicated by strike ridges on the interfluves, formed by the more erosion-resistant layers 

within the schist, evident in Fig. 2.19. Fig. 2.13 is within the steeply-dipping schist.   
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Sediments exposed within the Camp Creek incision of the 

lowest terrace, comprise alternations of fluvial and alluvial fan 

gravels interspersed with loess horizons (e.g. Fig. 2.20). The 

gravels are entirely schist-derived, with the degree of rounding 

indicating a local source. The schist basement was not exposed 

within Camp Creek between the range front and Horse Flat 

Road (Fig. 2.15). 

Fig. 2.20 Sedimentary section, Camp Creek, Horse Flat 

 (GR5791/6785→210˚) 

The sequence is capped by silt/mud laminae, interpreted as lacustrine sediments, which 

overlie a prominent and extensive loess layer. An OSL-derived age of 7.14 ± 0.76ka was 

obtained from the uppermost loess layer. The sample site is located ~10m downstream of the 

scarp-like feature on the lowest terrace surface (Fig. 2.15, 2.18, 2.21). The lacustrine 

sediment wasn’t sampled because its proximity to the ground surface may affect the accuracy 

of the age obtained.  

 

Fig. 2.21 OSL sample site, 

Camp Creek, Horse Flat. 

(GR5831/6789→60˚) 

 ֍ WLL327  
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Upstream of the scarp-like feature, sediments exposed on both banks comprise alluvial fan 

deposits, with no loess or lacustrine sediment. Outcrop in the transitional region was 

obscured by slumps and vegetation. 
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An OSL-derived age of 9.93±1.96ka was obtained from within a fine-grained alluvial fan 

sheetwash deposit located ~20m upstream of the scarp-like feature, on the lowest terrace 

surface, at Camp Creek (Figs. 2.15, 2.18, 2.22).  

 

Fig. 2.22 OSL sample site  

     (GR5714/6892→90˚) 

  WLL326 9.93±1.9ka 
 

 

 

 

 

The difference in elevation between the two sites is ~1.5m, the older WLL326 is ~1.5m 

higher than that of younger WLL327, ~20m downstream.  

Horse Flat – Interpretation and discussion 

The basement shear zones in Figs 2.13 and 2.14 both occur within stream incisions into 

steeply-dipping schist, ~20 – 30m upstream from the base of the range. Steeply-dipping 

schist occurs along the range front, adjacent to Horse Flat, in a band extending into the range 

for ~500m from the range front. The basal sediments overlying both shear zones are 

interpreted as having a minimum mid-late Pleistocene age, and show no evidence of post-

depositional disturbance associated with the underlying shear zones. These shear zones have 

clearly been inactive since the deposition of overlying sediments, and are possibly related to 

an earlier phase of deformation associated with the tilting of the once ~horizontal schist. 

At Camp Creek, scarp-like features in range-front sediments may be the surface expression of 

an active fault. A surface offset is clear on the GPS profiles (Fig. 2.17), occurs ~parallel to 

the base of the range front (Fig. 2.15), and is larger on older (higher) surfaces (Fig. 2.23).  

Fig. 2.23 Increase in the size of scarp-like features with surface elevation, Camp Creek. 
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These features may represent active fault scarps that show progressive offset (Figs. 2.19, 

2.23). If the scarp-like feature is actually a fault scarp, a matching OSL date from the same 

unit either side of the scarp would establish continuity, and measuring the vertical separation 

of the sample sites would enable estimating a Holocene slip rate on the intervening fault. 

Unfortunately outcrop at the critical point in the lowest terrace stream incision was obscured, 

and the sediments either side of the scarp showed no continuity (compare Fig. 2.21 with Fig. 

2.22). Thus, the nature of the contact between the alluvial fan sediment on the ‘upthrown 

side’, and the loess and lacustrine sediment, ~20m downstream, on the ‘downthrown side’, 

remains undetermined. This also precludes making estimations of a Holocene slip rate 

because of the undetermined true fault offset. 

However, the contrast in the sediments either side of the ‘scarp’ on the lowest terrace surface 

(alluvial fan vs fluvial/ aeolian/ lacustrine; Figs. 2.21, 2.22) over a ~20m distance suggests a 

fault contact. The sediments are from quite different depositional environments and such a 

contrast over such a short distance seems unlikely, without the need for a fault to explain 

their juxtaposition.  

If the OSL ages obtained are accurate, they add support to a fault hypothesis. The older 

(~10ka) alluvial fan sample is elevated ~1.5m above the younger (~7ka) loess sample, ~20m 

downstream. Explaining this contradiction utilising purely sedimentary processes is 

extremely difficult. It would require the removal of a considerable amount of alluvial fan 

sediment from the base of the scarp (thus an erosional contact), the subsequent deposition of 

2-3m of fluvial gravels interspersed with loess, below the scarp, (Fig. 2.20), and the 

subsequent removal of any loess above the scarp. This scenario is unsupported by field 

evidence. My preferred interpretation, therefore, is that the offset on the lowest terrace 

surface is a fault scarp, which may have been active in the Holocene.  
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Rock and Pillar Range 

 Introduction 

The Rock and Pillar Range is located ~12-15km west of the much smaller Taieri Ridge and 

rises to 1450m at Summit Rock, ~1000m above the valley floor adjacent to Six Mile Creek 

(Figs.1.8, 2.2). In longitudinal profile (~50km), the range crest is highest in ~the centre, and 

dips gently away from Summit Rock toward both ends (Fig. 3.1).  

Fig. 3.1 Rock and Pillar range front (GR8313/0609 → ~N)  

In transverse profile (~20km), the range is roughly symmetrical with steep northwest and 

southeast range fronts, and an almost flat central part. The overall shape of the range is a 

broad flat-topped, elongate dome. The topography is roughly sub-parallel to the foliation 

within the schist, which forms a doubly plunging topographic anticline (Salton, 1993).  

On the southeast range front of the Rock and Pillar Range (herein referred to as the range 

front), coalescing alluvial fans dominate the schist/sediment interface, two of which are 

highlighted in Fig. 3.2. The larger fans are deeply incised, and some incisions contain infill 

terrace remnants (e.g. Figs. 3.13, 14). 

Fig. 3.2 Range front from Taieri Ridge (GR98857/35478→230˚) 

The depth of the sedimentary cover increases from ˂1m at the Taieri River to 40+m at the 

range front and comprises locally sourced alluvial, fluvial, and landslide deposits interspersed 

with laterally extensive loess layers, some of which serve as marker horizons.  
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Basement Structure 

The orientation of the basement schist foliation changes abruptly from sub-horizontal to sub-

vertical when encountering the range from the southeast (e.g. Figs. 3.3, 3.4).   

Fig. 3.3 Representative strike and dip of schist exposed within stream courses 

The steeply-dipping schist occurs in a ~500m wide band along the entire range front, within 

most of the field area. Differential erosion of the layers within the zone of steeply-dipping 

schist has led to the formation of conspicuous strike ridges on the interfluves, making the 

zone easy to identify in the field (e.g. Fig. 3.4).  

Fig.  3.4 Strike ridges in steeply-dipping schist, Wandle Creek range front area  

                (GR8840/2930→320˚) 
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Above the zone of steeply-dipping schist, near the range crest, large-scale range front 

collapse is a prominent feature along the central range front, south of ~Annetts Creek (e.g. 

Forsyth, 2001). Significant landslide topography, just southeast of the drainage divide, is 

clear on aerial photos, and highlighted by the dashed green lines in Figs. 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7.  

Fig. 3.5 Field area orthomap, highlighting range-scale landslide topography 

Fig. 3.6 Range front collapse above Six Mile Creek fan (GR8550/2750→300˚) 

Landslides have supplied debris for the building of the large alluvial fans along the central 

range front. These straddle the location of the Hyde Fault, at the base of the range, basinward 

of the zone of steeply-dipping schist (Figs. 3.2, 3.4, 3.6, 3.7). 
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Fig. 3.7 Geomorphic map of range front field area and OSL sample sites 
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The Hyde Fault 

The Hyde Fault (Williamson, 1939) is marked on geological maps at the base of the range 

front as an active continuous structure. The fault is exposed at Hyde Diggings, within an 

historical gold mine immediately north of Hyde (Fig. 3.9). Here, it is a steeply northwest-

dipping reverse fault with schist thrust over both Tertiary sediments and alluvial fan gravels 

of undetermined age. The fault intersects the surface at ~120m above the adjacent valley 

floor, and until very recently, this was the only direct evidence of a precise fault location 

(Fig. 3.8). There is negligible surface offset associated with the fault exposure, as any scarp 

has long since been eroded. The apparent dip of the schist exposed above the fault is ~20˚SE. 

Fig.3.8 The Hyde Fault at Hyde Diggings (GR9408/4270→~S) 

Proceeding southwest along the range front, the dip of the range front schist increases along 

with the elevation of the range crest. Strike ridges become apparent in the lower range front 

south of ~the Hyde Railway station (Fig. 3.9). 

Fig. 3.9 Northern Rock and Pillar Range front, south of Hyde (GR9475/4010 → ~340˚)  
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The following section documents scarp-like features observed on range front surfaces, and, 

OSL sample sites, at the locations shown below. The location numbers in Fig. 3.10 

correspond with the number in the bottom left of the appropriate photographs. 

  

 Accurate fault location 

 (based on fault exposure) 

 

 Approximate fault location 

 (based on scarp-like 

features) 

 

Note, at this scale, the width of the red 

line used to portray the fault would 

represent about 50m on the ground. 

The yellow arrow indicates where the 

fault was exposed 

Fig. 3.10 Hyde Fault localities visited by the author, and discussed in subsequent text  
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Hide Railway Station 

South of the Hyde, near the Hyde railway station, scarp-like features occur close to the range 

front on range front surfaces of different elevation (Fig. 3.11).  

Fig. 3.11 Range front scarps near Hyde railway station (GR9475/4010 → ~340˚) 

The surface is a degraded and incised alluvial fan remnant and the offsets increase in size 

from ~1.5m near the fan apex (left hand side in Fig. 3.11), to ~4+m near fan edge. 

Gills Creek 

Fig. 3.12 Range front scarp features at Gills Creek (GR 2509/4165→330˚) 

At Gills Creek, ~7km southwest of the Hyde Railway station, an incised alluvial fan surface 

has scarp-like features on either side of the incision. The scarp-like features have ~3-4m of 

surface offset, and are ~40+m from the range front, the lower reaches of which are formed of 

steeply-dipping schist. Landslide topography is evident in the upper reaches of Gills Creek, 

above the steeply-dipping schist, and the (incised) fan apex (Fig. 3.12).  
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Heeney Creek 

At Heeney Creek, ~1.5km southwest of the Gills Creek, prominent scarp features occur at 

different elevations, either side of the stream incision (Fig. 3.13).  

Fig. 3.13 Heeney Creek range front area (GR9110/3146→~N) 

The ~4m high scarp features either side of Heeney Creek evident in Fig. 3.13 are replicated, 

although to a lesser degree, on the surface of a younger depositional terrace surface within the 

main gully (emphasised by the lower white line in Fig. 3.14; Fig. 3.13). 

Fig. 3.14. Heeney Creek true left bank section (GR9030/53300→N)  

Sediments exposed below the scarp-like feature, exposed on the true right bank of Heeney 

Creek, show evidence which suggests post-depositional tilting. 

Fig. 3.15 Heeney Creek true right bank section (GR29040/53315→S) 
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Geologist (Jonathan Griffin) is circled for scale in Fig. 3.15. If the scarp-like feature is the 

surface expression of a fault, the assumed location of the fault, which is unfortunately 

obscured by vegetation, is estimated by the white dashed line in Fig. 3.15. Near the top of the 

section, distal alluvial fan sheetwash deposits have an apparent dip of ~20˚SE (Fig. 3.16). 

These typically dip 2-8˚ (Blair & McPherson, 1994). The anomalous dip of the sheetwash 

deposits suggests significant post-depositional tilting to the southeast. The oligomictic unit 

which crosscuts the sheetwash gravels (top right, Fig, 3.16), is a younger range-proximal 

channelized alluvial fan deposit obliquely intersecting the outcrop. 

Fig. 3.16 Sedimentary section, true right bank, Heeney Creek (photo located in Fig.3.15) 

The central part of the scarp immediately south of Heeney Creek, has previously been 

interpreted as the toe of a landslide (e.g. Norris and Nicolls, 2004). A lobate protrusion 

perturbs the linearity of the scarp (indicated in Fig. 3.13; Fig. 3.17), and immediately above, 

the range front surface resembles landslide topography (Fig. 3.13). Here, the scarp looks like 

the toe of a landslide, with boulders strewn along the front (Fig. 3.17). 

Fig. 3.17 Fault scarp/ landslide toe just south of Heeney Creek (GR29040/53315→S)  
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House and Last Creeks 

Proceeding southwest, the lower range front comprises sub-vertical schist, and the size of the 

fans increase with increasing elevation of the range crest. Large (~5+km) coalesced and 

incised fans emanate from the range front at House and Last Creeks (Figs. 3.10, 3.18). 

Fig. 3.18 Last and House Creek range front area (GR2903/5306→ 280˚)  

GPS-derived profiles of the House and Last Creek true right stream banks were recorded 

between the range front and the Taieri River, and an OSL sample was taken from within the 

bank of each stream at the locations shown below in Fig. 3.19. 
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House Creek 

Fig. 3.20 House Creek GPS-derived true right bank long profile 

The prominent ‘bump’ in the GPS profile at ~2250m coincides with going under the bridge 

on S.H. 87 (Fig. 3.19). The subtle gradient change at ~150m coincides with a ~range-parallel 

~3m high scarp-like feature on the fan surface, marked in Fig. 3.18. The location of the OSL 

sample site, WLL325, indicated on Figs. 3.19 and 3.20, coincides with a small surface offset 

just discernible on the GPS profile, and evident in Fig.  3.21, below.   

Fig.  3.21 OSL sample site, House Creek (GR90687/31425→S) 

An OSL-derived age of 8.42± 0.83ka was obtained from the homogenous fine-grained sand 

horizon marked ‘֍’ in Fig. 3.21. The section is ~2200mm high, and the sample site is 

~400mm from the top. The fine-grained sand and underlying fluvial gravels are in erosional 

contact with an older tilted fluvial terrace remnant. The surface offset is formed by the 

protrusion of the indurated fluvial gravels of the older tilted terrace remnant.   
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Last Creek 

Fig. 3.22 Last Creek GPS-derived true right bank long profile 

The prominent ‘bump’ in the profile at ~1400m coincides with going under the bridge on 

S.H. 87 (Fig. 3.19). The location of the OSL sample site WLL324 is marked on Figs. 3.19, 

and 3.22. The small ‘flat’ in the profile at ~500m is crossing the track, central in Fig. 3.23, 

below. The subtle inflection in the profile at ~100m is a ~2m high scarp-like feature indicated 

in Fig. 3.23. 

Fig. 3.23 Last Creek fan surface, which is the upper ~750m of the profile in Fig. 3.22 

An OSL sample was obtained from the quartz- and mica-rich fine sand horizon shown below 

in Fig. 3.24. The section is ~2200mm high, and the sample site is ~400mm from the top. 

Fig. 3.24 OSL sample site, Last Creek (GR 90132/30523 → S) 
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Wandle Creek to Lug Creek 

Between Wandle and Lug Creeks, ~2 – 3m high scarp-like features occur near the range front 

on the surface of incised and coalesced fans. The scarps form an intermittent ~range-parallel 

lineament visible right across the ~2.5km of range front indicated in Fig. 3.25. 

Fig. 3.25 Wandle Creek range front area (GR8840/2921→340˚) 

Lug Creek to Six Mile Creek 

Very similar to above, between Lug and Six Mile Creeks, ~3 – 4m scarp-like features cut 

range front surfaces (Figs. 3.25, 3.26). 

Fig. 3.25 Scarp-like features between Lug and Six Mile Creeks 

Fig. 3.26 Scarp-like features between Lug and Six Mile Creeks 

These ~2 – 4m high scarp-like features also form an intermittent ~range-parallel lineament. 

Stream long profiles were constructed for Lug and Six Mile Creeks by locating the 

intersection of the 20m contours with the streams on the orthomap, and measuring the 
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distance between them. On the profiles, the orange arrows approximate the schist/ sediment 

contact within the respective gorges, and the blue arrows are corresponding points. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.27 Six Mile and Lug Creek long-axis stream profiles 

Even allowing for the significant error attached to the method of data collection, there is a  
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clear and systematic departure from an idealised hyperbolic (equilibrium) long profile. This 

significant deviation from the ideal is attributed to a combination of landslide topography and 

active tectonics which have steepened the base of the range. At the resolution afforded by 

these profiles, any scarp-like features on the range front surfaces are not discernible. 

Six Mile Creek 

The largest (~6+km) fan on the range front emanates from the Six Mile Creek gorge, below 

Summit Rock. A ~linear ~3 - 4m high scarp-like feature cuts the fan surface either side of the 

Six Mile Creek incision (Fig. 3.28). 

Fig.  3.28 Six Mile Creek range front area (GR2856/5250→280˚) 

Fig. 3.29 Six Mile Creek fan section  

  (GR8456/2496 → 110˚) 

 

This section, exposed within the Six Mile Creek 

incision, shows two alluvial fan feeder channel 

catastrophic flood deposits. The pale lower one is 

a highly indurated quartz-cemented conglomerate 

(fanglomerate, Friedman and Sanders, 1978).  

The upper fanglomerate is indurated, but with 

much less diagenesis.  
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Within the Six Mile Creek fan incision, multiple depositional terrace remnants occur at 

different elevations. Vegetation is clearly established on the infill terrace remnants, which are 

virtually at stream level (Fig. 3.30). 

Fig. 3.30 Multiple infill terrace remnants, Six Mile Creek (GR8463/2465 → 350˚) 

An OSL sample was obtained from within a massive sand horizon exposed in the lowest infill 

terrace (Fig. 3.31). The sample site is 900mm above current stream level, and ~800mm from 

the top of the unit. This infill terrace remnant is 

currently being incised by Six Mile Creek. 

 

Fig. 3.31 OSL sample site, Six Mile Creek 

 (GR8466/2476 → N) 

 

The OSL-derived age obtained from this unit is 

7.47±0.87ka. A GPS receiver is in the 

extreme top left of the photo for scale. 
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Dewar Stream 

Two kilometres south of Six Mile Creek another large (~5km) fan, centred on Dewar Stream, 

has a ~4m high scarp-like feature cutting the surface, as indicated in Fig. 3.31. Landslide 

topography is evident in the upper reaches of Dewar Stream. 

Fig. 3.31 Dewar Stream range from area (GR8301/5195 → 280˚) 

Fig. 3.32 South Dewar Stream range front area (GR8301/5195 → 270˚) 

Immediately south of Dewar Stream, up to ~10m high scarp-like features offset older, higher, 

alluvial fan remnants, which have been incised by range front streams. The scarp-like 

features occur ~50m from the range front, on surfaces of differing elevation (Fig. 3.32). 

The southern-most section of the range front in this study is between Brookdale, ~3km west 

of Middlemarch, and Gladbrook (Fig. 3.7). The scarp-like features along this section of the 

range front form an intermittent ~range-parallel lineament. Where the fan surfaces have been 

incised, the younger surfaces within the incision, where present, have less offset.  
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Brookdale 

The scarp features at Brookdale are subtle slope breaks which run ~parallel to the range front 

and are larger where they cut across older higher surfaces. The rainbow fortuitously lands on 

a ~5m surface offset in Fig. 3.33. 

Fig. 3.33 Brookdale range front area (GR8163/1856 → 220˚) 

Gladbrook 

Similarly, in the Gladbrook range front area, the size of the ~range-parallel scarp-like 

features varies, depending on their location within their respective fans. Younger infill 

terraces within the gullies show less offset than the higher incised fan surfaces.  

Fig. 3.34 Gladbrook range front area (GR8112/1399→300˚) 

 In summary, there are intermittent ~range-parallel scarp-like features on range front surfaces 

for the whole length of the study area. The scarps are subdued, which may be partly due to 

scarp degradation, and partly due to loess cover blanketing the scarps. A common theme is 

larger offsets on older, higher surfaces, which may indicate progressive offset. 
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Rock and Pillar Range interpretation and discussion 

The offset of the WES, adjacent to Summit Rock, between the Strath Taieri and the range 

crest is ~1180m (Fig. 3.7). Assuming a dip of ~45˚, and movement initiating between one 

and ten million years ago, the long-term slip rate of the Hyde Fault, adjacent to Summit 

Rock, is between 1.7 and 0.17mm/yr. If the Rock and Pillar Range is indeed a solely 

Pleistocene feature (˂ ~1Ma), then the slip rate on the Hyde Fault would have to be 

~1.7mm/yr to produce the present topography. This slip rate is considered high because it 

would consume over half of the estimated 2-3mm/yr post-Pliocene budget for the entire 

region. There is compelling evidence to suggest at least some uplift of the Rock and Pillar 

Range commenced pre-Pleistocene, thus requiring a lower long-term slip rate. The 

preservation of Eocene Hogburn Formation remnants, and lack of marine strata in the Strath 

Taieri Basin, suggests sufficient topography existed in the Eocene to avoid the Oligocene 

marine planation which formed the WES. Miocene crustal up-warping, closely associated 

with alkaline volcanism, is demonstrated by the tilting and erosion of underlying sediments 

prior to volcanism. Clast composition of range front sediments also suggests the existence of 

pre-Pleistocene Rock and Pillar topography. If the uplift and stripping of sediments from the 

Rock and Pillar Range was post-Pliocene, then re-cycled Maniototo Conglomerate 

greywacke clasts would be expected in basal range front sediments, at least in the north 

closest to the source. The basal sediments, fortuitously exposed in a silage pit near House 

Creek, are quartz-rich fluvial gravels, with 

components of re-cycled Hogburn and 

Dunstan Formations, but no Maniototo 

Conglomerate (Fig. 3.35). Clasts within 

the overlying alluvial fan gravels comprise 

a mixture of rounded and angular schist 

clasts, indicating a re-cycled component to 

the unit, but no Maniototo Conglomerate. 

 

Fig. 3.35 Sedimentary section exposed in    

         a silage pit near House Creek  

          (GR2905/5306 → 150˚) 
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The sedimentary evidence suggests a ~15Ma initiation of significant Rock and Pillar Range 

uplift is more realistic, yielding an averaged long-term uplift rate of ~0.11mm/yr. This in turn 

would preclude the deposition of Maniototo Conglomerate on the proto-Rock and Pillar 

surface in the Pliocene, due to its pre-existing topography. This hypothesis may justify the 

lack of greywacke in Rock and Pillar-derived range front sediments in the Strath Taieri basin. 

The laterally consistent transition from reasonably flat-lying schist in the Strath Taieri Basin, 

to the steeply dipping schist of the lower Rock and Pillar Range front broadly constrains the 

location of the intervening Hyde Fault (e.g. Figs, 3.3, 3.12). Scarp-like features on late 

Quaternary range front alluvial fan surfaces, may be the surface expression of faulting 

because the surfaces overlie the transition from flat-lying to steeply-dipping schist (e.g. Figs. 

3.7, 3.12, 3.26). These scarp-like features, therefore, may serve to further refine the location 

of the Hyde Fault. Unfortunately, the OSL ages obtained shed little light on the age of the 

scarp-like features.   

The 4.26±0.70ka OSL-derived age of sample WLL 324 (Fig. 3.24), from Last Creek, is 

considered erroneously young because the overlying gravels appear older than ~4.3ka, based 

on the degree of induration and weathering. This may be caused by bleaching due to the 

proximity of the sample to the exposed surface.  

The 8.42± 0.83ka age of sample WLL325, from House Creek, may be accurate and therefore 

provides an approximate maximum age of the surface at this location. However, the ~3m 

high scarp-like feature on this surface is ~1.5km to the northwest of the sample site (Figs. 

3.18, 3.20). Any slip rate calculations, based on the offset of a surface whose age was 

determined from a location ~1.5km away, would be contentious at least. 

The OSL-derived age of 7.47±0.87ka obtained from sample WLL323 (Fig. 3.31), at Six Mile 

Creek, bears little relevance to range uplift rates. It does however attest to the infrequency of 

alluvial fan channel-filling catastrophic flooding events. This infrequency is also evident in 

Fig. 3.29, where there is a clear age difference between successive catastrophic flood 

deposits.  

If the postulated ~0.11mm/yr Hyde Fault slip rate has been reasonably constant then this 

requires ~14m of fault slip, and ~10m of uplift (45˚ fault) since the mid Quaternary (~128ka). 

Late Quaternary surfaces have at best ~10m offsets, therefore, allowing for some scarp 

degradation, this slip rate would seem reasonably correct. 
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February 2019 trench excavations 

A field campaign was held in February 2019 in which two trenches were excavated across 

suspected fault scarps, at locations to the north and west of Middlemarch (Fig.3.26). This 

formed part of the field work for the PhD studies of Jonathan Griffin, of Otago University. 

The Hyde Fault was located in both trenches, and at both locations the surface expression of 

the fault was observed as subtle ~3-4m high scarps in alluvial fans close to the range-front. 

Larger scarps were also observed on older surfaces, along strike of the trench scarps, which 

suggests progressive fault displacement.   

 

Fig. 3.26 Location map of trenches 

              discussed in the text 

 

Accurate fault location 
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Approximate fault location 
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The actual trench sites are shown 

below in Figs. 3.27 and 3.28.  

 

 

 

Fig.  3.27 Kinvara Trench site (GR8610/2600 → 300˚)  
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Figs. 3.27 and 3.28 illustrate the subtle nature of the surface expression of the fault. 

Fig.  3.28 Brookdale Trench site (GR8095/1882 → 300˚) 

A section of the Kinvara trench north wall is shown below in Fig. 3.29. The most recent 

event has offset the upper loess horizon by ~1.5m. This is overlain by a post-seismic colluvial 

package, and ~2m of loess has accumulated in the lee of the scarp. These have both 

contributed to subduing the surface expression of the fault scarp (Fig. 3.27).  

Fig. 3.29 Section of the north wall of the Kinvara trench (GR8610/2600 → ~N) 

Numerous OSL samples were taken from within the trenches and interpretation is currently 

underway to ascertain the timing and number of faulting events exposed (Jonathan Griffin, 

pers. comm.). Locating the fault twice underneath the subtle scarps adds credence to the 

interpretation that at least some of the other scarps documented earlier in this section may be 

the surface expression of the Hyde Fault.  
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Synthesis and summary  

The long-term contraction rate of ~2mm/yr estimated from offsets of the WES across the 

Otago range and basin province between Wanaka and Dunedin, is reasonably consistent with 

the ~1-2mm/yr predicted by the elastic block model of Wallace et.al., 2007. Although both 

estimates are subject to considerable uncertainty, they nevertheless suggest a fairly steady 

build-up of strain and its release across Otago since the start of the Quaternary. The current 

strain rate of ~1.75mm/yr between Alexandra and Dunedin, established using the cGPS 

network therefore seems high, given the short distance involved, and the proportion of the 

total budget this would represent. However, this is an upper bound as some of the observed 

deformation may be released by movement on structures outside of the region, (Denys et.al., 

2014).  

Well defined fault scarps are rare along the range fronts within the study area. This is in 

contrast, for example, with the Akatore Fault, in easternmost Otago, where multiple 

displacements have left clear sharp scarps across Holocene surfaces (Litchfield & Norris, 

2000, Taylor-Silva et.al., 2019). The reasons for the lack of well-defined late Quaternary 

fault scarps in this study are probably related to two main factors: i) the lack of late 

Quaternary earthquakes; and, ii) scarp degradation and loess cover subduing the surface 

expression of scarps.  

No evidence for Holocene fault movement was found at Moonlight Flat, Taieri Ridge. The 

lack of scarps between the OSL sample site and the valley floor, or indeed anywhere along 

the Moonlight Flat range front (Figs. 3.28, 3.29), suggests little or no movement has occurred 

in the last ~13ka. The lack of detritus from the ‘missing anticline hinge’ suggests it was 

removed prior to the formation of Moonlight Flat, because the current local ephemeral 

drainage lacks the competence to have removed it. A pre-Pleistocene, more competent fluvial 

régime is suggested by the size of the clasts within the fluvial gravels underlying the 

Holocene strata, in northwest of Moonlight Flat (Fig. 2.10). These gravels must have a 

minimum late-Pleistocene age if the OSL age is accurate. A major change of fluvial régime, 

from fluvial in the Pleistocene to lacustrine in the Holocene, has occurred, suggesting late-

Pleistocene tectonic activity. This interpretation is supported by the elevation of Pleistocene 

gravels, at the sample site, above Holocene lacustrine sediments on the adjacent valley floor 

(Fig. 2.10), although any evidence of an intervening scarp is no longer preserved in the 

landscape.  
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Based on the surface offset of the WES at Moonlight Flat, for Taieri Ridge to be a purely 

Pleistocene feature, the required fault slip-rate is ~0.35mm/yr. If this slip-rate has been 

constant, and assuming a ~45˚ fault dip, then ~3.5m of fault slip, or ~2.5m of uplift, is 

required for the Holocene. There is no field evidence for this at Moonlight Flat. This implies 

that either the estimated long-term slip-rate is too high, and uplift commenced pre-

Pleistocene, or it hasn’t been constant, suggesting episodic fault behaviour. There is some 

evidence to suggest at least some uplift of Taieri Ridge commenced pre-Pleistocene. The 

existence of Eocene Hogburn Formation remnants within Moonlight Flat suggests sufficient 

local topography, existed to avoid the erosion associated with the Oligocene marine planation 

that formed the WES (Fig. 2.4). Tilting and erosion of Eocene and Miocene sediments, 

underlying Miocene volcanics, suggests uplift was under way prior to volcanism (e.g. 

Litchfield, 2000, p1-12). This still doesn’t rule out the possibility of the Taieri Ridge Fault 

exhibiting episodic behaviour, but pre-Pleistocene initiation of uplift does seem likely, and 

reduces the requirement for such a high slip rate.  

In contrast to Moonlight Flat, the north of Taieri Ridge has the scarp-like features on range 

front surfaces at Camp Creek, Horse Flat. These may represent active fault scarps that show 

progressive offset (Figs. 2.19, 2.23). The nature of the contact between the ‘upthrown side’ 

and the ‘downthrown side’ of the scarp on the lowest terrace surface remains undetermined, 

but my interpretation of field evidence favours tectonic processes, rather than sedimentary 

processes, to explain the existence of the scarp, and the juxtaposition of such contrasting 

sediments (Figs. 2.21, 2.22). This interpretation is supported by the OSL ages, given that the 

older (~10ka) alluvial fan sample is elevated ~1.5m above the younger (~7ka) loess sample, 

~20m downstream. This situation is difficult to explain by sedimentary processes alone. 

While this provides little information on late Quaternary fault slip rates, because the true fault 

offset is unknown, it does suggest Holocene fault activity at Camp Creek.  

Thus, for Taieri Ridge as a whole, there is reasonable evidence for Holocene activity in the 

north, but none for Holocene activity in the south. However, there is no reason to suppose 

that the Taieri Ridge Fault would rupture along its whole length at any one time, especially 

with the volcanics in the middle, which must perturb the stress field.  

In a similar vein to Taieri Ridge, if the Rock and Pillar Range was purely Pleistocene in age, 

an estimated slip-rate of ~1.7mm/yr is required (assuming a 45˚ fault dip), based on the offset 

of the WES. This in turn, given a ~constant slip rate, would require ~22m fault slip, or ~15m 

of uplift since the mid Quaternary. This is not supported by field evidence, as offsets on late 

Quaternary surfaces are seldom more than 3 -4m (e.g. Figs. 3.26, 3.28). Again, this implies 
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that either the estimated slip rate is too high, and uplift was initiated pre-Pleistocene, or the 

Hyde Fault slip rate hasn’t been constant, which again leads to the possibility of episodic 

behaviour. There is compelling evidence to suggest, at least some pre-Pleistocene uplift of 

Rock and Pillar Range occurred. Similar to Taieri Ridge, the preservation of Eocene Hogburn 

Formation remnants and lack of marine strata in the Strath Taieri Basin, suggests sufficient 

topography existed in the Eocene to avoid the Oligocene – Miocene transgression-regression 

sequence which formed the WES and deposited marine strata, as seen to the north 

(Onekakara Group, Forsyth, 2001). If the Rock and Pillar Range was not as yet uplifted in the 

Pliocene, then it is reasonable to assume Maniototo Conglomerate would be deposited on the 

schist or overlying sediments of the proto-Rock and Pillar Range. Maniototo Conglomerate 

occurs further west overlying pre-Pliocene sediment (e.g. Fig. 1.16), and is used to justify a 

post-Pliocene age of, for example, the Rough Ridge Group or Blackstone Hill (Fig. 1.8, Craw 

et.al., 2016). The Maniototo Conglomerate is defined as southward-thinning wedges of late 

Miocene to Pleistocene fluvial greywacke and semischist ±rare schist conglomerates 

extending tens of kilometres southwest of the Kakanui, Hawkdun, and St. Bathans Ranges 

(Youngson et al., 1998). The Kakanui Range is immediately (~10km) north of the north end 

of the Rock and Pillar Range, but no recycled greywacke occurs in the basal range front 

sediments of the Rock and Pillar Range. Recycled Hogburn and Dunstan Formations do 

appear in basal sediments (e.g. Fig. 3.35). Together, this evidence suggests significant Rock 

and Pillar uplift was initiated in the mid-Miocene, perhaps around ~15Ma. This would 

require a more realistic long-term averaged slip rate of ~0.11mm/yr to produce the present-

day topography.  

At a slip-rate of 0.11m/yr, a late Quaternary (˂128ka) surface straddling a fault would have 

maximum ~14m of fault slip (assuming a ~45˚ fault dip), and ~10m of uplift. Although based 

on a mountain of assumptions, this is more in line with field evidence, and suggests a late 

Quaternary slip rate of ~0.11 for the Hyde Fault, and mid-Miocene uplift initiation are 

roughly correct. A more detailed seismic history of both faults is needed to establish the 

existence of episodic behaviour. The data gathered from the trench sites at Kinvara and 

Brookdale will go some way to achieving this for the Hyde Fault.   
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Future Work 

The hypothesis of recent activity at Camp Creek, Taieri Ridge, needs to be tested. One 

efficient way to do this involves paleo-magnetic analysis of the lacustrine sediments 

overlying the sample site of WLL327. These are normally deposited in horizontally, but 

appear to be folded into a syncline in (Fig. 2.21). If the magnetism direction of the sediments 

is also folded, the sediments have been deformed subsequent to deposition, and the 

hypothesis of recent tectonism is confirmed (pers. comm. C. Ohneiser, 2020). If this were the 

case, this would warrant trenching the site, and OSL-dating any offset horizons, to establish a 

fault history, and refine slip-rate estimations. 

Further trenching of the Hyde Fault at different locations, and OSL dating of any displaced 

sediments, would enable estimates of the length of rupture segments to be established by 

correlating events between trenches. This is clearly important for seismic hazard assessment 

because it would refine magnitude estimates for future earthquakes.   

It would also be extremely useful to obtain the age of the gravels which have been over thrust 

by the schist at Hyde Diggings. This is possibly older deformation as any sign of a fault scarp 

has since been eroded, although the dip of the schist is ~parallel to the surface slope, 

promoting erosion of the scarp. An age for this deformation would aid in establishing a 

seismic history of the Hyde Fault. 
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